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COBORDISM OF (/c)-FRAMED MANIFOLDS

BY

E. MICH A

Abstract. The cobordism theories that arise by considering manifolds whose stable

normal bundle has category k are introduced. Using these theories, we define a new

filtration of the homotopy groups of spheres. We study the filtration and obtain an

upper bound for the filtration of elements in the stable n-stem.

0. Introduction. In [3] J. Ewing and L. Smith constructed the cobordism group

fl*yfr of hyperframed manifolds and they established the long exact sequence

(o.i) ■ • • ■- a*-5 qj* * dj_x(so) i o*_! - • • •.

This sequence gives a geometric description of the kernel and the cokernel of the

bistable J homomorphism defined by G. W. Whitehead.

A hyperframed manifold is a manifold together with a trivialization of the

restriction of its stable normal bundle to the complement of a hypersurface. Such a

manifold is precisely one whose stable normal bundle has category 2 in the sense of

Svarc [13]; that is, a manifold which can be covered by two open sets over each of

which the stable normal bundle is trivial.

In this paper, we study the cobordism theories that arise by considering manifolds

whose stable normal bundle has category k. The study of these theories was

suggested by the above-mentioned authors in [3].

We begin in §1 with the precise definition of these manifolds, which we call

(k)-framed manifolds, and we describe a suitable cobordism relation between them

that allows the construction of a graded abelian group 12(* ', which we call the

(k)-framed cobordism group. We then establish in (1.4) the existence, for each

positive integer k, of a long exact sequence

(0.2) ■■■ ̂  Q<nk-1) ^ S2**' X &j_k(SOAk) * QW-i1'

in which SO A * denotes the /c-fold smash product SO A • • • A SO. The sequence

(0.2) contains (0.1) as a particular case. Indeed, the groups 12(*> and fl^ are none

other than the groups Q* and 12$,yfr of framed and hyperframed manifolds, respec-

tively, and (0.1) is just (0.2) with k = 1; in particular, K is the bistable J homomor-

phism. The rest of the section is devoted to giving a suitable geometric interpretation

of the bordism group tl%(SO Ak) which is then used to construct the homomor-

phisms appearing in (0.2). One could then prove the exactness of (0.2) directly from
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270 E. MICHA

the geometrical definitions of the homomorphisms (see [9]). However, we have

chosen to give a shorter, homotopy theoretic proof in §2.

In §2 we define spectra M(k)SO whose stable homotopy groups are isomorphic via

the Pontrjagin-Thom construction to the (&)-framed cobordism groups Q,{j). These

spectra are shown in (2.3) to be related to each other by cofibration sequences

M^-^SO -> M(k)SO -> I.kSOAk.

The construction of MwSO is based on the kth stage of Milnor's construction of the

classifying space BSO. We remark that by considering other models for BSO, such

as Segal's construction which is defined as the geometric realization of a semisimpli-

cial set, one can then consider the corresponding manifolds and obtain potentially

different theories.

In the last section we introduce a spectral sequence whose £x-term is

El„ = a«(so*k)

and in which the bistable J homomorphism appears embedded as the first differen-

tial d1: E{ „ -» -ErJ „. This fact suggests the use of the differentials

Jt + l. pk + \ _>  pk + 1
" • ^k + l.n-k ^0,n

to define a higher order bistable J homomorphism J<-k) which is defined on a subgroup

of &j_k(SO A(/c+1)) and takes values in a quotient of the stable Ai-stem Uj. We show

that the successive images of J, 7(1), J{2),... define a nontrivial filtration (cf. (3.3))

im J = G„(1) c G„(2) c • • • c Uj

of the stable Ai-stem. It is well known [11] that the elements in the image of the

bistable J homomorphism are those which can be represented by framed manifolds

which admit bounding framings. A similar characterization of the elements in Qj

which lie in the subgroup G^k) is given in (3.7). Thus, an element in 12^r is of

filtration < k if and only if it can be represented by a framed manifold which

admits a (k - l)-framed bounding structure (see (1.2)).

G. W. Whitehead conjectured that J is surjective, i.e. that every element in 12£r is of

filtration one. As a consequence of the theorem of Kahn and Priddy [1] one knows

that every element in the 2-primary component does have filtration one. However,

more recently K. Knapp [6, 7] has shown that Whitehead's conjecture is false by

exhibiting, for each prime p > 5, a ^-primary element in 12* which is not in the

image of J. The question of finding nice framed manifolds representing these

elements arises, and we believe that finding their filtration would be useful in this

direction. Theorem (3.5) gives a rough upper bound for the filtration of elements in
12fr.

This work forms part of my doctoral dissertation and I would like to take this

opportunity to thank Professor I. M. James, my supervisor in Oxford. A large part

of this paper derives from conversations with Dr. L. Astey and Dr. G. B. Segal to

whom a special debt of gratitude is owed.
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1. (Ac)-framed manifolds. Let W be a smooth, compact and oriented Ai-dimensional

manifold and let k > 0 be an integer.

(1.1) Definition. The manifold Wis said to admit a (k)-framedstructure if it may

be covered by k + 1 open sets over each of which the stable normal bundle v of W is

trivial.

A (k)-framed manifold of dimension aj is a quadruple (W, f', ty; k), where fr=

{V0,...,Vk} is a covering of W by open sets and ty = {*0,... ,\pk} is a family of

framings of the restrictions v \ Vfof the stable normal bundle of W, i.e. tpj is a specific

trivialization of the bundle v\Vj.

Remark. Note that the Vj axe not required to be connected or nonempty.

According to Definition (1.1) a manifold W admits a (O)-framed structure if and

only if its stable normal bundle is trivial and (0)-framed manifolds are just framed

manifolds. A manifold which admits a (l)-framed structure is one for which there

exists a covering by two open sets over each of which the stable normal bundle is

trivial. An easy verification shows that such manifolds are precisely the manifolds

which admit a hyperframed structure in the sense of [3].

Cobordism of (k)-framed manifolds. We begin by defining a cobordism relation for

(k)-framed manifolds.

(1.2) Definition. A closed Ai-dimensional (k)-framed manifold (M, <%, 4>; k) is

said to be a (k)-framed boundary if there exists a compact (aj + l)-dimensional

(Ac)-framed manifold (W, V', ty; k) with dW = M and such that U• = V}. n M and

the framing \f/j agrees with * on [/•.

Note that the disjoint union of two closed Ai-dimensional (/c)-framed manifolds

admits an obvious (Ac)-framed structure; the inverse of a (k)-framed manifold

(M, <%, $; ac) is defined naturally as the (A:)-framed manifold (M, <%, -$; k), where

rj> = {-ty,..., -<j>k} and -*• is the negative framing.

(1.3) Definition. Two closed Ai-dimensional (A:)-framed manifolds (M, W, $; k)

and (M', <%', $'; k) are said to be (k)-framed cobordant if the disjoint union

(MUM', WW, $L1 - 0'; k) is a (fc)-framed boundary.
One sees in the usual way that the relation of (k)-fxamed cobordism is an

equivalence relation. We shall denote the set of equivalence classes of closed

Ai-dimensional (k)-fxamed manifolds by !2<I/f). Taking the disjoint union of (A:)-framed

manifolds is clearly compatible with the (zc)-framed cobordism relation (1.3), thus

giving to U[k) the structure of an abelian group. By regarding the empty manifold as

an Ai-dimensional (Ac)-framed manifold one sees that its class is the identity of 12j/°.

We shall call !2J,/c) the Ai-dimensional (k)-framed cobordism group. Hence one has a

graded abelian group 12'/' for every nonnegative integer.

We can now state the theorem which fits our groups into a long exact sequence.

(1.4) Theorem. For every positive integer k there is a long exact sequence

■■• -* &j-l) ^ S2<*> t &J_k(SOAk) * tyj-j)

in which SOAk = SOA  ■ ■ ■ A SO is the k-fold smash product of SO with itself and

the homomorphisms involved will be defined below.
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In the particular case where k = 1 the groups 121*1 and 12'*1 are just the groups 12*

and 12*yfr of framed and hyperframed manifolds, respectively [3]. Moreover, K is just

the bistable J homomorphism and the exact sequence of (1.4) reduces to the

sequence of [3].

The homomorphisms of (1.4) will be described explicitly after giving a new

geometrical interpretation of the groups Clfr(SO Ak). This will occupy the rest of this

section. It is possible then to give a proof of (1.4) based only on our interpretation of

the groups Qh(SOAk) and the description of the homomorphisms (see [9]). How-

ever, for the sake of brevity we give a homotopy theoretic proof in the next section.

In the statement of Theorem (1.4) the reduced framed bordism groups &!I(SO Ak)

play a crucial role. In what follows we reinterpret these groups in a way which is

adequate for defining A and K and which is of independent interest.

The multiframed bordism groups. For fixed nonnegative integers k and ai let us

consider (k + 2)-tuples (M; a0,.. .,ak) in which M is a closed Ai-dimensional

manifold and where a0,...,ak axe (global) framings of M. We say that such a

(k + 2)-tuple bounds if there exists a (k + 2)-tuple (W; B0,...,Bk) with dW = M

and where B0,... ,Bk axe (global) framings of W which agree with a0,... ,ak on M.

With this definition at hand we can construct in the usual way a cobordism group.

We refer to this group as the Ai-dimensional multiframed bordism group consisting of

manifolds with k + 1 global framings. Our terminology is in accordance with [11].

where the group consisting of triples (M; a0, ax) is considered and is called the

biframed bordism group. Let us now consider the bordism group £lj(SOxk) of the

/c-fold cartesian product of SO with itself. By definition this group consists of

bordism classes of triples (M,a,f), where (M,a) is a framed manifold and /:

M -» SOxk is a map. For such a triple (M,a,f) denote by ff. M -* SO the

composition of/with the projection on thejth factor and use the maps/j,... ,fk to

twist the framing a of M to obtain framings a,,..., ak of M.

(1.5) Proposition. 77ie correspondence (M, a, f) ^> (M; a, ax,.:. ,ak) defines an

isomorphism of Slj(SOxk) with the n-dimensional multiframed bordism group of

manifolds with k + 1 global framings.

Proof. It is easily verified that the correspondence defines a homomorphism of

groups. Its inverse is constructed as follows. For a given (k + 2)-tuple (M, a0,... ,ak)

there are k maps a0/ay: M —> SO which measure the difference between the

framings ay and a0 for 1 <y «S ac. These maps give rise to a map/: M -* SOxk and

the correspondence (M; a0,.. .,ak) -> (M, a0, f) defines the required inverse.

The groups Q,j(SOAk). Let us denote by Wk(SO) the "fat wedge" of k copies of

SO, i.e. the subspace of SOxk consisting of all (xx,...,xk) such that Xj is the

basepoint of SO for somey. We then have the cofibration sequence

Wk(SO) -> SOxk -> SOAk

which induces the long exact sequence

■■•  -» Q!nT(Wk(SO)) -» QJ(SOxk) -» (ij(SOAk) -» ■■■.
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Consider for each 1 < / < k the projection SOxk -* SOx<-k~1) which replaces they th

coordinate by the basepoint. As is well known the homomorphisms induced by these

projections define a splitting

n: a(i(soxk) -»a!;(wk(so)).

Hence we have the split short exact sequence

O -* Q%(Wk(SO)) -> &I(SOxk) -» &I(SOAk) -» 0

in which Ci!I(SO Ak) is naturally identified with the subgroup ker IT. of Qb(SOxk).

(1.6) Proposition. Under the description of Q,%(SOxk) given in (1.5) the group

Q,%(SOAk) is identified with the subgroup of the multiframed bordism group consisting

of all those classes represented by (k + 2)-tuples (Af; a0,.. .,ak)for which

(i) (M,a0) is a framed boundary, and

(ii) for each 1 < j < k the (k + l)-tuple (Af; aQ,...,&j,...,ak) represents zero in

12*(S'Ox<Ar~1)), where dy means that aj is deleted.

The proof is an immediate consequence of (1.5) and of the definition of the

splitting n, and is left to the reader.

The forgetful homomorphism. To define the homomorphism

(1.7) F: 0<*-»-» 0<*>

of Theorem (1.4) one observes that a (k — l)-framed manifold (Af, <%, $; k - 1) can

always be regarded as a (A:)-framed manifold by adding the empty set to the

covering <% and the empty framing to $.

The boundary homomorphism. The definition of the homomorphism

(1.8) A:0<*>-fi?_t(tt>**)

depends essentially on the following construction.

If Af is a closed Ai-dimensional manifold and °ll = {UQ,..., Uk} is a covering of M

by open sets, we construct a covering {W0,..., Wk} of Af satisfying the following

two conditions.

(i) Each Wj is a smooth manifold with smooth boundary and Wj c U-.

(ii) Whenever i ¥= j, the boundaries of Wj and Wj intersect transversally.

Here is a proof that such a covering exists. Choose a smooth partition of unity

{p0,...,pk} on Af subordinated to the covering % and choose positive real numbers

e0,... ,ek such that the open sets pJ1(eJ, oo) cover Af. Set Wj = pj1^, oo). Then Wj is

a smooth manifold with smooth boundary Nj = dWj and condition (i) is satisfied.

The proof that our submanifolds can be chosen to satisfy condition (ii) is by

induction, the key ingredient being an application of the version of the transversality

theorem that involves a given submanifold being transversal not just to one

submanifold but to each of several submanifolds. We refer to [4] for this version of

the transversality theorem. Let us then suppose that we have been able to construct

W0,..., Wt with the property that A, intersects Nj transversally whenever i * j and

both j andy are less than t. Choose a collar K = N, X [0,1) of N, in Ws so that the

collection obtained from {Wj — N-} by replacing Wt — Nt by Wt — K still forms a
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covering of Af. Then there exists an isotopy of Af which ends with a diffeomorphism

/ whose restriction to cl(W, - K) is the identity and df(Wt) intersects Nj transver-

sally ify < t. It follows that W0,... ,f(Wt), ...,Wk still form a covering of Af.

In order to define the homomorphism A of (1.8) consider a (ac)-framed manifold

(Af, <%, <&; k) representing an element of 12J/°. Let W0,..., Wk be submanifolds of Af

constructed as above to satisfy conditions (i) and (ii). Define QQ = W0 and Qy =

cl(H^ - (Q0 U - - - U <2y-i))- Then Qj is an Ai-dimensional differentiable submani-

fold (with corners) of Af. The intersection N = Q0 n ■ ■ ■ n Qk is a closed (aj - k)-

dimensional submanifold of Af and the association

(M, #,$;*)■-» (N,ty\N,...,<bk\N)

defines A. This requires some clarification. First, note that the normal bundle v of N

in Af is a trivial /V-plane bundle; indeed, observe that N is the common boundary of

the(Ai — k + l)-dimensional manifolds

Xj = Q0n ■■■nQJn ••■ne*,

where Qj means that Qj is deleted, and hence linearly independent sections

s0,.. . ,sk_x of v are defined by the inward vector fields of N in each of XQ,.. .,Xk_x.

Thus, using this trivialization of v we have the induced global framings ty\N,... ,<bk\N

of N obtained by adding the trivialization of v to the framings *. Secondly one must

convince oneself that the (k + 2)-tuple (N,ty\N,. ..,<bk\N) satisfies conditions (i)

and (ii) of (1.6); this is accomplished by noting that for 1 < j < k the (k + l)-tuples

(Xj;ty\Xj,...,^\Xj,...,ty\Xj)

provide nullcobordisms for

(N,ty\N,...,tyN,...,<bk\N).

Lastly, one has to show that the class [N; ty\N,... ,<j>k\N] in &j_k(SOAk) does not

depend on any of the choices made; this is a tedious but elementary verification

which we leave to the reader.

The homomorphism K. We conclude this section by defining K: Q,j_k(SO Ak) -»

®{„k-~il) and we shall again make use of (1.6).

We start by defining an open covering V0,..., Vk_x of the standard sphere Sk~x;

roughly speaking the covering will consist of the faces of the standard cube

Ik={(t0,...,tk_x)^Rk\-l^tj^l}.

Define 3/* = {/e/*| |/y| = 1} and note that d0Ik U • • • U dk_xIk = dlk. Let r:

jk _> Dk be the racjiai projection given by r(t) = t\t\/\\t\\, where |r| = max \tj[ and

||'|| = (Lt2)1/2. We identify dlk with Sk~l under radial projection. We now set

Q = r(djlk); note that each Q} is a smooth submanifold (with corners) of Sk~l and

that £>0U ■ ■ ■ U Qk_x = Sk~1. We now define V} as the result of thickening Qj

slightly; more precisely Vj is Q} with a small collar of dQ} in 51*"1 - int Qj. Note

that each Vj has two connected components Vj = Vj+\_\V~ which are defined by

radial projection of the sets [t e Ik\tj■= +1} and [t G Ik\tj = -1}, respectively.
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We now define the value of K on the class in tlj^k(SOAk) represented by

(Af; a0,.. .,ak) to be the class in QikSx1) represented by the (k - l)-framed manifold

(Af X Sk-\ W,<b;k- 1), where U}■= M X Vj and

*- = ( a0 X a\M X Vj)u( aj+x X a\M X Vf)

and a is the canonical framing of Sk~1. The proof that K is well defined will be

omitted.

2. (/c)-framed manifolds as (B, /(-manifolds. In this section, we give a homotopy

interpretation of the (A:)-framed cobordism groups i2<**) defined previously and give

a proof of Theorem (1.4).

Recall [10] that Milnor's classifying space BG of a compact Lie group G is filtered

by the spaces B(k)G = E{k)G/G, where E^G = G* ■■■ * G is the join of k + 1

copies of G. We refer to B(k)G as the kth stage of Milnor's construction.

Let us consider the classifying space BSOr and denote by ik: B(k)SOr -* BSOr the

inclusion of its A:th stage. Let y}k) be the pullback i*(yr) of the universal r-plane

bundle over BSOr.

If M(k)SOr is the Thom complex of the bundle y}k\ then the canonical inclusion

jr: BwSOr -* BwSOr+x

is such thatj*(y^k\) = yr(/t) © 1. Therefore for fixed k > 0 there are maps 2Af (k)SOr

-» M(k)SOr+x which define a spectrum M(k)SO whose rth term is the Thom

complex M(k)SOr. Note that M(0)SO is the sphere spectrum 5°.

These spectra provide the required homotopy interpretation of the groups 12 ̂ as

is seen in the following:

(2.1) Theorem. There is an isomorphism 12(/' = U%(M(k)SO) given by the

Pontrjagin-Thom construction.

The theorem follows from the general theory of (B, f )-manifolds in the sense of

Lashof [8] after noting that (A:)-framed manifolds are (B, /)-manifolds. This in turn

is an immediate consequence of the following proposition.

(2.2) Proposition. A compact n-dimensional manifold W, with or without boundary,

admits a (k)-framed structure if and only if in the following diagram there is a lift £ of

the classifying map v of the stable normal bundle of W.

BwSO

is     ak

W     -^        BSO

This proposition follows from Theorem 9 of [13]; see also [5].

Note that the inclusions B(k~1)SOr -* B(k)SOr induce maps of Thom complexes

which in turn give rise to maps of Thom spectra M(kl)SO -* M(k)SO for every

integer k > 0.
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(2.3) Theorem. There are cofibrations of spectra

M(k~X)SO -> M(k)SO -» ~ZkSOAk,

where 1,kSO Ak denotes the suspension spectrum of the space 1,kSOAk.

We remark that the particular case k = 1 of (2.3) was obtained in [3].

Before proving (2.3) we establish the long exact sequences of (1.4).

Proof of (1.4). The diagram

...    -a;,*-" £0<*> dn,';_A(soAA)    ^ci*!1' ->•••

4, j, 4>- 4-

• ••    -»n;(A/«*_1)so)   -»n^(A/(A)so)   -n*(2*soA*)   - n*_,(A/,A-"so)   -> ■■■

in which the vertical arrows are the Pontrjagin-Thom isomorphisms of (2.1) and the

lower row is the homotopy exact sequence of the cofibration (2.3), is commutative.

This is an exercise in understanding the Pontrjagin-Thom construction and our

definitions of the homomorphisms F, A and K given in the previous section.

Proof of (2.3). It is enough to prove that the quotient M(k)SOr/M(k~l)SOr is

homotopy equivalent to 2k + rSOrAk, for then the theorem follows by putting

together the cofibrations

M(k~X)SOr -> M{k)SOr -> 2k + rSOAk

and passing to spectra.

According to Milnor [10] the canonical projection of E(k)SOr onto B(k)SOr

induces a homeomorphism

2F(*_1)50r -» Bik)SOr/B<k-l)SOr.

Since '2E(k~1)SOr has the homotopy type of 2*S0rA* the latter space is homotopy

equivalent to B{k)SOr/B(k~1)SOr. The proof is completed by applying Lemma (2.4)

to the complex B(k)SOr and its subcomplex B(k~X)SOr.

(2.4) Lemma. Let X be a finite CW complex and Y cz X a closed subset. Let £ be a

real r-dimensional vector bundle over X. If Af(|) and Af(£| Y) are the Thom complexes

of£ and its restriction to Y, then

M(£)/M(t:\Y) = Zr(X/Y)

providing ||X - Y is trivial.

Proof. Since X and Y are compact, we have that Af(£) = E(£)+ and Af(£| Y) =

E(i\ YY, the one-point compactifications of the total spaces of £ and || Y, respec-

tively. But

(EU)\X-Y) + =EUy/E(^\Y) +

and since £| X — Y is trivial,

E(£\X- Y) + =-2r(X- y) + = 2r(X/Y)

and the lemma is proved.
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3. A spectral sequence. By Theorem (2.3) we have a Massey exact couple

® U%(M(k-l)SO) ^ ®Il%(MwSO)

(3-D 9N /
®n%(zk(soAk))

where in each summation ac runs through all integers and where we define the

spectrum M(k)SO for negative values of k to be the trivial spectrum (i.e. every term

of M{k)SO is a point) and we regard SO Ak as the sphere spectrum 5° when ac = 0.

According to Theorem (1.4) we also have a Massey exact couple

®&l(soAk)

which has a good deal of geometric content and which by (2.1) is just (3.1).

By the usual procedure, the above exact couple gives rise to a first quadrant

spectral sequence (Eki „} for which

Eln = n;l(soAk) = &j(soAk).

Let a filtration of the oriented cobordism ring n^AfSO) be defined by

FkUsm(MSO) = im(ni(Af(*'S0) -> U^(MSO)),

where M(k)SO -» MSO is the map induced on Thom complexes by the inclusion of

B(k)SO in BSO. Then F0 c Fx c • • • c Yl%(MSO) and, since any closed oriented

manifold can be covered by a finite number of balls, \JFk = U%(MSO).

We now have the following

(3.2) Proposition. The spectral sequence [Ek „} converges to U%(MSO). Pre-

cisely, the limit term Ex is the graded group associated with the filtration ofH%(MSO)

defined above:

F£„ = FkWk + n(MSO)/Fk_xWk + n(MSO).

Proof. This is formally identical with the proof of convergence of the Atiyah-

Hirzebruch spectral sequence.

The higher order bistable J homomorphisms. Let

/*:n;(s°) -> n%(M<k)so)

be the A:th iteration of the homomorphism i of (3.1). Define H^k) = d~1(im(ik)) and

G{*) = kex(ik), where 3 is the boundary homomorphism of (3.1). These graded

groups are subgroups of U%(SOA(k+1)) and ITi(S0), respectively. By the Massey

theory of exact couples Ek+X\^_k may be expressed as a quotient of Hik), and

Eklx as the quotient of E^ = U%(S°) by G<*k).

We now define the Acth order bistable J homomorphism

to be the canonical projection of Hik) onto Ekjx+_k followed by the differential

dk + l: Ekj1\tt._k -» Fq**1 • Hence, the value of J(*' on a given x in H(J') is the coset

modulo G(/) defined by an elementy e n»(S'0) for which ik(y) = d(x).
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Our definition ofJ(k) suggests itself upon observing that the bistable/ homomor-

phism appears embedded in our spectral sequence as the first differential d1:

E\ , -* Fq *. Thus, our 7(0) is precisely the bistable J homomorphism, and our

terminology for the J{k) is in accordance with the fact that they are essentially

defined as the higher order differentials.

Let us now consider the filtration of the stable homotopy groups of spheres

defined by the groups G^\

(3.3) o = Gf c ci*1' c • • • c n%(s0).

The proof of the following proposition consists of a straightforward verification

using the definition ofJ(k).

(3.4) Proposition. The image of J(k) is precisely the subgroup G(+/c + 1)/G(+/t) of

n%(s°)/Gik).

In particular, it follows from (3.4) that G(J' is im J c n*(S°). Thus the groups

G(*A) of (3.3) are the intermediate stages of a filtration of 11$,(S°) which starts with

im J; we shall see shortly that the filtration is convergent.

As a consequence of the theorem of Kahn and Priddy one knows [11] that every

2-primary element of n*(S°) has filtration exactly one. On the other hand our

filtration acquires significance due to the result of K. Knapp [7] that for every prime

p 3s 5 there exist /^-primary elements in n*(S°) of filtration greater than one,

namely the elements Bp + X considered by L. Smith in [12]. It is an interesting problem

to determine the filtrations of these elements, or indeed of arbitrary elements of the

stable Ai-stemn^(S°).

An upper bound for the filtration of elements in the stable Ai-stem is given by the

following

(3.5) Theorem. Every element of the stable n-stem has filtration at most [aj/4] + 1.

In particular, the filtration (3.3) is convergent.

We shall give two proofs of (3.5). The first is a homotopy theoretic proof, while

the second is geometric and depends upon Theorem (3.7) which is of independent

interest as it gives a geometric characterization of the filtration (3.3).

Before giving the first proof of (3.5) we remark that the construction that yields

the spectra M(k)SO and the cofibrations of (2.3) also applies when one replaces SO

by other classical groups. In particular, one can construct spectra Af(/°Spin and

cofibrations

(3.6) A/(A:)Spin -> M(k + 1)Spin -* 2* + 1SpinA(* + 1).

This suggests the problem of studying the filtration of n*(S°) arising from Spin.

First proof of (3.5). As remarked earlier it is a consequence of the Kahn-Priddy

theorem that every 2-primary element of n»(5°) has filtration one. Hence (3.5)

holds at the prime 2. Therefore it remains to prove (3.5) at odd primes.

Since 2/c + 1SpinA(/' + 1, is Ak + 3 connected, it follows from the homotopy exact

sequence of the cofibration (3.6) that

j: nj„(A/(/t)Spin) -> Yls„(Af(* + 1)Spin)
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is an isomorphism for Ak + 2 > n. It follows that in the commutative diagram

/*
n^(S°)      -+      Ilsn(M(k)Spin)

\J0 i   =

n^(AfSpin)

the vertical arrow is an isomorphism. We now localize this diagram at an odd prime.

Then./0 = 0 by [2], and soy* = 0 for Ak + 2 > ai. The assertion of (3.5) follows from

the commutativity of the diagram

y*
Usn(S°)      -»      IF„(A/(/c)Spin)

\jk i

lVn(M(k)SO)

where the vertical arrow is induced by the projection of the double covering.

We observe that if we had used SO throughout the proof of (3.5) we would have

obtained the weaker result that every element of the stable Ai-stem has filtration at

most[Ai/2] + 1.

(3.7) Theorem. The elements in 12* whose filtration does not exceed k are precisely

those which are represented by a framed manifold which admits the structure of a

(k — 1)-framed boundary.

Proof. Let a e 12* have filtration not exceeding k. By definition of the filtration

(3.3) and by (2.1) this means that a lies in the kernel of the forgetful homomorphism

12* -» Qi(Jf\ Hence, if a is represented by the framed manifold (Af, *), then there

exists a (A;)-framed manifold (W, y, ty; k) with dW = Af and such that V0 contains

Af and the intersection V n M is empty fory > 0. It is easy to see that there exist

two compact manifolds W0 cz V0 and Wx c Vx U • • • U Vk such that W = WQKJ Wx,

dWx = W0n Wx and dW0 = MUdWx. Hence the manifold WQ with the framing

*0|lKo is a cobordism between (Af, 0) and (dWl,\b0\dWl); thus the latter framed

manifold represents a and dWx clearly admits the structure of a (ac — l)-framed

boundary, namely the one obtained by restricting *7 to Vj n dWx for 1 < j < ac.

The converse is easily proved by attaching an outwards collar Af X [0,1] along the

boundary to a (ac - l)-framed manifold bounded by a representative Af of a.

In view of (3.7), Theorem (3.5) is equivalent to the following geometrical state-

ment.

(3.8) Corollary. Every element of the stable n-stem Uj is represented by a framed

manifold which admits a bounding [n/A]-framed structure.

Second proof of (3.5). We prove the equivalent (3.8). The idea of the proof was

kindly pointed out by G. Pastor.

As we remarked before, it is a consequence of the theorem of Kahn and Priddy

that every element in the 2-primary component of 12* is im J. In addition, it is well

known that every element of 12^r is in im / if ai < 6. Hence, let a e Q,j be an odd
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torsion element with ai > 6. We now consider the forgetful homomorphism 12,f,r ->

12^pm. According to [2] its image consists of elements of order two; it follows that a is

mapped trivially into 12fpin. Thus, if the framed manifold (Af, ty represents a, then

Af bounds a Spin manifold on which one can perform surgery to obtain a 3-

connected (ai + l)-dimensional manifold W bounded by Af. There is a well-known

upper bound for the category of a space (in the sense of Lusternik-Schnirelmann)

given in terms of its dimension and its connectivity (see (5.1) of [5]) which for a

(t — l)-connected CW complex .Y reads

(3.9) cat X < 1 + dim X/t.

Since our W has the homotopy type of an Ai-dimensional complex, this formula gives

cat W < 1 + ai/4 which implies that W may be covered by [aj/4] + 1 open sets each

contractible in W. This completes the second proof of (3.5).

Observe that in this last proof the crucial points are the formula (3.9) and the fact

that the framed manifold (Af, ty bounds a 3-connected manifold. It follows that a

straightforward application of (3.9) yields

(3.10) Theorem. If an element a of the stable n-stem can be represented by a framed

manifold which bounds a (t — 1) connected manifold, then the filtration of a does not

exceed [n/t] + 1.

The question of whether a given element of n*(S°) is represented by a framed

manifold which bounds a (t - 1) connected manifold is equivalent to the problem of

determining the kernel of U%(S0)-* U%(MO[t]), where AfO[/] is the Thom

spectrum for bundles which are trivial over the t - 1 skeleton. This seems to be a

very difficult question.
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